CONGRESS 2015

• Choose from over
90 sessions of yoga

THE EVOLUTION
OF YOGA

• Practice with the country’s
best known tutors from the
leading Yoga organisations
in the UK
• Visit the market place in
the Mead Gallery in the
Arts Centre

Celebrating 50 Years of The British Wheel of Yoga

• Join the Annual General
Meeting on Saturday
afternoon at 16.30

Friday 10th April to Sunday 12th April 2015
Warwick University, UK, CV4 7AL

• Complete your application
online at www.bwy.org.uk
before 13th March 2015

Wilfred Clark
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The British
Wheel of Yoga
was founded by
Wilfred Clark
in 1965

It has been 50 years since Wilfred Clark
founded The British Wheel of Yoga (BWY).
In that time the BWY has grown to become
the largest yoga membership organisation
in the country and a member of the
European Union of Yoga. We continue
to be committed to promoting a greater
understanding of yoga and its safe practice
through experience, education, discussion,
study and training. We are proud of our
national network with over 7,000 members
including 3,500 qualified teachers.

Key to Congress session types
A
A&P
BA
Ch
DP
D
Le

Asana
Anatomy and physiology
Breath Awareness
Chanting
Deeper practice
Discussion
Lecture

M
Ph
Pr
Q&A
R
S
YN

Meditation
Philosophy
Pranayama
Questions and answer
Relaxation
Sound
Yoga Nidra

Chair’s Message
2015 is a special year for the British Wheel of Yoga. It will be our
fiftieth anniversary and what better place to mark this than at our
annual Congress, to which I look forward to welcoming you.

With over 90 sessions of yoga to choose
from we aim to offer something for everyone
as well as the chance to experience new and/or
different styles of yoga.
One of the many reasons our members come to Congress
each year is the social aspect and to meet colleagues and
friends. We felt that we could not let our fiftieth anniversary
pass without a bit of a celebration so we invite all Congress
attendees to come together for a special evening meal and
entertainment. There will of course be some yoga sessions on
too if you prefer to practice.
As most of you have opted to book online previously, the
brochure and bookings will continue to be hosted on the BWY
website, where you can browse, search by tutor name and
create your own personalised schedule.
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If you prefer to make your booking by post, this
also remains an option.
Whatever your booking method, I do urge
you to book early to ensure you get as
many of your first choices as possible.
Our plenary speaker is scholar/practitioner
Jason Birch who is very probably the world
expert on the Hathayogapradipika, history,
theory and practice. He has not taught very
widely in the UK and is here on a visiting
research fellowship at Oxford Centre for
Hindu Studies.
Now in its 48th year, Congress has grown around the BWY
Annual General Meeting. It is an opportunity to meet the
National Executive Committee (NEC). Since last year’s
AGM the current NEC has been working on the behalf of
the organisation and is looking forward to updating the
membership on their progress.
Yours in yoga
Chrissie Harrison

AGM
Saturday
10th April 16.30 - 18.30

Welcome

Congress is a great opportunity for many of
us to come together, practice with some
of the world’s leading teachers, meet
like-minded colleagues and immerse
ourselves into a weekend of yoga related
activity. This year we have worked
hard to create an inclusive programme
welcoming tutors from our accredited
groups and fellow yoga organisations.

Keynote Speaker - Karel Werner

In post WW2 years in Czechoslovakia I became University
lecturer in Indology, but after the communist putsch in 1948
I was dismissed as non-communist and had to work in manual
jobs. The hardships made me turn to Buddhist and Hindu
teachings which led to daily meditation sessions. From
Sivananda’s book Hathayoga I gradually learned 28 asanas
and then started teaching them to a group. Eventually I was
allowed to deliver several public talks, with demonstrations,
on benefits of hathayoga and start courses in a trade union
club. My hathayoga book sold 45,000 copies and is now in
the 3rd edition.

Yoga under Communism
Keynote talk - Friday 19.15 - 20.15
Le, Ph, Q&A
How to teach hathayoga
Session D - Friday 11.15 - 12.45
A, D, P, M, R
The first requirement is bodily awareness, then sustained
observation of feelings in the engaged bodily parts and very
slow motion in the process of assuming the postures, while
scrupulously avoiding pain. Remaining in the assumed position
should be carefully timed. During the session all positions
of my set will be shown by demonstrators chosen from the
participants and will be accompanied by a commentary. The
demonstration will include also simple breathing exercise and
an explanation how best to achieve total relaxation, followed by
questions and answers. Short meditation.
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Karel Werner

Honorary Life Member of the BWY
nominated by Wilfred Clarke in 1970

Plenary Speaker - Jason Birch
A leading scholar of Yoga and expert on the Sanskrit texts
of Hatha and Raja Yoga.

Plenary talk - The Evolution of Yoga: Is History
Repeating Itself?
Saturday 14.15 - 15.30
Le, Ph, Q&A
Yoga has been evolving for more than two thousand years. It
has been defined and reinterpreted in many different ways,
and this is what is occurring today. But what will happen
tomorrow? This talk will look at two interesting developments
in the practice of physical yoga in late mediaeval India, in
an attempt to shed some light on future possibilities in the
evolution of yoga.
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The Yogic Breath
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
DP, D, Le, Ph, Pr,
This session will focus on the yogic breath that is described in the
second chapter of the Hathapradipika. This rather extraordinary
way of breathing can be applied to common pranayama
exercises such as alternative nostril breathing, in order to
invigorate oneself while inducing a state of calm. There will also
be a brief discussion on the history of this text and the role of
pranayama in it.
Bring a blanket.

Jason Birch

Jason Birch completed his doctorate in Oriental Studies
(Sanskrit) at the University of Oxford. His research focuses
on the mediaeval yoga traditions of India, in particular those
known as Hatha and Rajayoga. His doctoral thesis critically
edited and translated the earliest known Rajayoga text called
the Amanaska (11-12th c.). His recently published articles on the
meaning of hatha in Hathayoga and on various interpretations
of Rajayoga have provided new understandings of these
traditions. Jason is a long-term practitioner of yoga, which
he began in 1996 to alleviate chronic asthma and has since
managed this condition without medication. He now combines
his practical and academic knowledge of yoga to teach
workshops and courses. Jason is currently a visiting research
fellow at the Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies.

Andrea Kwiatkowski

Andrea Kwiatkowski is a BWY Diploma Course Tutor,
Advanced Certified Jivamukti teacher, Yin yoga and
Restorative teacher. She lives and teaches in Cambridge,
runs various IST days for the BWY and is a lead tutor for
Congress and Teacher training week. Andrea trained as a dancer
and became a yoga teacher in her 20’s . She is studying Sanskrit with the London
school of economics and continues to be inspired by her teachers and students.
Andrea is very pleased to be involved as part of the celebrations of the BWY 50th
anniversary and looks forward to meeting as many students past and present in
her classes this year.
“Happy anniversary BWY! So happy to be involved and be part of the
celebrations . Om namah shivaya!”

Twist and Shout!
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
DP, A
A Jivamukti yoga twisting class which will include a variety of asana sequences,
hands on adjustments, meditation, chanting , scripture study and relaxation. The
class will be accompanied by a 60’s musical soundtrack to complement going
through the ages of yoga for the 50th anniversary.

Stand and Deliver!
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
DP, A, Ch, M, R
A Jivamukti standing and balancing class which will include asana sequencing,
hands on adjustments, chanting, meditation, scripture study and relaxation. The
class will include a musical soundtrack from the 80’s to complement the going
through the ages of yoga for the 50th anniversary

Satsang - good company, good vibrations!
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
DP, A, Ch, M, R
Satsang means keeping good company , when we associate with others who
are focused on enlightenment. In the Jivamukti yoga method we come together
to inspire and connect . The session will include asana sequencing, hands on
adjustments, chanting, meditation, scripture study and relaxation. The class will be
accompanied by a musical soundtrack from the 70’s to complement going through
the ages of yoga for the 50th anniversary.

Bhakti to the future!
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
DP, A, Ch, M, R
A Jivamukti back bending class which will include asana sequencing, hands on
adjustments, chanting, meditation, scripture study and relaxation. The class will be
accompanied by a musical soundtrack to inspire the practice.
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Cara Bowen

My approach to yoga is based on the teachings
of Vanda Scaravelli, and I have worked for many
years with teachers including Peter Blackaby, Chloe
Fremantle and Dominique Moorsom. I have also been
inspired by TKV Desikachar and teachers working in his
tradition, particularly Sarah Ryan. Current influences on my practice and teaching are
the Feldenkrais method and regular retreats at Gaia House in Devon. I am a British
Wheel of Yoga qualified teacher and have been teaching since 2001. I teach weekly
classes, workshops and courses in Brighton, as well as on courses and retreats
in London and Scotland. I am an associate director of the London Yoga Teacher
Training Group’s 2013-15 yoga teacher training course.

Standing all ways
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
DP, A, M, S
This class focuses on the standing posture - upright, lying and inverted. We will
explore standing meditation and the use of sound in standing. Attention will be
paid to releasing tension from our feet so that we can connect more intimately with
the ground. The aim is to develop an experiential sense of standing, transforming
our approach to the posture from doing to being.

‘The breath is the river’
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, Pr
This class is inspired by a quote from Breath: the essence of yoga by Sandra
Sabatini: the back of the spine is like the bed of a river the breath is the river
you sense - at the same time - the riverbed, the riversides and the flowing river
In this class we will focus on the movement of the spine, the wash of the breath
through the body and the interconnection between the two. The use of imagery,
from Sabatini’s quote and elsewhere, will help encourage an organic, instinctive
approach to practice.
Quiet class - resting places
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
A, Pr, M, S
This ‘quiet class’ explores how to rest while maintaining awareness, using simple
asana, sound, breathing and meditation. You will experiment with different resting
positions, discovering which are most effective for your individual body and mind.
We will also explore how working with the breath and sound can help us find a
greater sense of rest and release on all levels.
Bring a blanket.
Quiet class - belly, heart, mind
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A, Pr, M, S
This ‘quiet class’ focuses on pranayama, sound and meditation, with simple asana
to support these practices. Periods of sitting will be interspersed with movement,
while periods of silence will be enhanced by the resonance of sound. The class aims
to explore and integrate these different aspects of our selves (belly, heart and mind)
with an emphasis on developing and sustaining awareness of bodily sensations.
Bring a blanket.
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Chris James

Before Yoga, I designed textiles in India, and
imported to London. I had a stall on the Portobello
Road. I was introduced to Yoga in the Himalaya.
The rest is history.
In 2000, when on holiday in London, I was assaulted and my neck was broken and
dislocated at #C2, #C3, #C4. I was very lucky to survive.
To recover, I used the intense Yoga practice that I had established in India.
I used the techniques of Yoga, breathing, meditation, and visualisation to bring
the intelligence back into my body. After this experience, I decided to become
a teacher.
“Congratulations to the BWY!! 50 years of maintaining the Yogic message
and standard in the UK”

Human Evolution or Human Devolution?
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, A&P, Pr
Despite our evolution from Ape to Space traveller, there has been a devolution
in terms of human health. The use of preservatives and additives in our food, our
hectic lifestyles, chemically-contaminated air and water, and the use of medical
drugs have all contributed to the systematic increase of toxicity in the body and
impacted on the quality of our lives. In this session we will look at how Yogic
techniques can help purge the body, and result in you feeling clear-headed
relaxed, and energised.
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The Evolution of Yoga and the Convergence of Science and Spirituality
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A, D, L, M, Ph, Pr
Yoga is more than the physical practices of holding poses. The main focus of yoga
is meditation, which helps quiet the mind in order to connect with the spirit. This
session will suit those who might need a more grounded, empirical approach to
Yoga’s ancient teachings and to recognize how modern science supports them.

Elizabeth Blaise

Elizabeth has been teaching yoga and meditation
since 2003. She is a BWY Foundation Course Tutor,
runs a Yoga Nidra Teacher Training and also manages
the teacher training programme for triyoga in London.
She co-ordinates a London-wide seva programme bringing yoga
to people in addiction recovery, with mental health issues or who are homeless
and is also an integrative transpersonal psychotherapist. Elizabeth aims to teach
with clarity, patience, compassion, humour and integrity and hopes to inspire
these qualities in her students.

Deeply Awake Yoga Nidra
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
M, Ph, YN
Yoga Nidra practice and overview of the philosophy and science that supports
it. Yoga Nidra is a specific state of consciousness in which dreamless deep sleep
is experienced whilst remaining awake. The journey towards this state facilitates
complete relaxation for the BodyMind and provides a range of therapeutic
applications and benefits to health and well being. As an experience Yoga Nidra
is blissfully restorative and revitalising. As a practice Yoga Nidra can instigate
profound changes to our very nature, at the deepest level.
Bring a blanket, bolster, eye pillow.
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Yoga Psychology, Mental Health and the Spiritual Path
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45 (Repeat)
D, LE
Come on a journey to meet the philosopher, the scientist, the psychiatrist, the Seer and
your self and gain a deeper understanding of the nature of mind, the transformative
realm of human experience and your own sadhana. We will explore the Self/no self
polarity, the effects of yoga practise on mental health (both positive and potentially
hazardous) and the evolutionary imperative of consciousness.

Gary Carter

Gary Carter has been teaching and practising yoga
and various other movement practices for over 30
years. He studied his Teacher Training with Mary
Stewart, Sophy Hoare, John Stirk, Peter Blackaby and
after a brief time with Vanda Scaravelli studied with Diane Long
in Florence and Rome. He studied in Shiatsu, CranioSacral Therapy and in 1998
studied the Anatomy Trains in depth, completing the KMI Structural Integration
training with Tom Myers. He has studied in Fascial Research with Robert Schliep
in Munich.
Over the past 16 years he has lectured in Movement Anatomy and Fascia
Anatomy for Yoga, Yoga teacher trainings, Pilates teacher trainings, massage
schools all over the UK.
He has run the Science of Movement course at Middlesex University from 20072011 and studied in Dissection at the Institute of Anatomy in Vienna with Todd
Garcia also with Gil Hedley at in St Andrews and runs Dissective studies for the
student teachers of his Anatomy
“I feel the deeper understanding of our biological self is just one of the many
factors of the continued Evolution of the Bodymind in Yoga today.”

Fascia. Yoga and the elastic body
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, A&P, D, Le
This session will explore the nature of fluid elasticity in the body and the importance
of support, safety and freedom that elastic recoil can give us. Introducing the
newest understanding of what potentially creates freedom through the network
and webbing of our Fascail matrix and exploring our ‘neurofascia’. By practising our
yoga a particular way allows us to engage with our Fascia and Myofascia to bring
a level of lightness and buoyancy to our movements, which gives us an energy
efficient way of moving. These understandings have been passed down by people
such as Vanda Scaravelli, Krishnamacharya and many others.
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Myofascial response to gravity, elastic lightness
(introducing fascial continuities for yoga)
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45 (Repeat)
A, A&P, D, Le
The session will explore the Tensional Networks ability to bring balanced freedom to
our structure, allowing space to occur through joints that usually suffer compression.
When we arrange the structure in such a way we create an innate response to Gravity,
felt through the various mechanoreceptors, that ultimately generate lightness, ease,
lack of tension and ‘lift’ within our body, a subject that NASA have also been exploring
regarding the harmful effects of Gravity and postural/motion imbalances.
There is no need to stretch and pull at these tissues, which can build resistant tension,
but work in an attentive way that brings about a more intelligent interaction through
this ‘fabric of the Human body’. If we can undo tensional restrictions we have the
length and space in the tissue that we require to create an energy efficient network that
moves with an Elastic, Light and Graceful way.
After all ..liberated free movement is our ‘Birthright’.
The 3 junctions to releasing the spine
(understanding width and length in movement)
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A, A&P, D, Le
There can be three to four lateral features in the body including Shoulder- Arms and
Pelvis-Legs that can create freedom of movement and expression to the spine.
If restricted the spine, breath, movement and vitality becomes compromised.
In this session we look at structure, form and function in practice to create the
conditions within the body to unravel compression not only through the spine, but
through all structures creating potential lightness and ease in practice.

Gill Gibbens

Yoga teaching is my Joy. It is a far cry from farming,
being a school matron & fostering teenagers in my
life before Yoga. I trained with Yoga Scotland 1993/95
& now teach 8 classes a week in the east Scottish Borders.
I have taught children, nursery, primary & secondary, plus groups
of adults with varying difficulties. I have taken day, half day & weekend seminars
plus private classes. For the last 10 years many students and I go on yoga holidays
in UK and abroad to experience other teachers. I recently trained in the Yoga for
Healthy Lower Backs.

Waking up to Yoga
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
This session will be suitable for anyone who can get up and down on the mat. It will
start by checking in with yourself, being in the moment and letting go of outside
influences. Then there will be the all-important warm up for the body then asana
and adaptions including focus on the breath and releasing body tensions and
stresses then finishing with a relaxation. All this to prepare for all the sessions and
interests you may want to be involved in for the rest of the day. We will finish with a
few Om’s.
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Gill Lloyd

Gill has followed the teaching of TKV Desikachar
since she encountered this on a BWY teacher
training course in 1976. She has studied in this
tradition ever since and has studied directly with
Desikachar for many years now. She has always had a great
interest in Yoga’s history and philosophy, Vedic chanting and indeed in all of the
tools that Yoga offers and loves to share these teachings. She feels they are a
rich source of nourishment for maintaining well-being and harmony and are as
relevant today as ever in the challenges of modern life.

From pranayama to meditation
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
DP, Ch, M
We will explore how these two limbs of yoga link together through discussion
and practice.
Exploring the links between chanting and meditation
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
DP, Ch, M
Theory and practice of taking the journey from sound to silence.
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An introduction to vedic chants for health and well-being
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
Ch
A little theory on the basic rules of vedic chanting but mostly an experiential session
Footprints from the past
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
D, Le
Reflections on Yoga’s history and evolution through lecture and discussion.

Jacqueline Hargreaves

Jacqueline Hargreaves, BE (Hons), E-RYT, has a
special interest in the Medieval Yoga traditions of
India and Japanese Zen. She has travelled throughout
India and studied meditation intensively for a year in a
remote part of Japan. Her teaching combines the physical
practices of Hatha and Yin Yoga with the therapeutic application of meditation
techniques such as Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and Cognitive
Therapy (MBCT). Jacqueline enjoys assisting students to find the interconnection
between mental and somatic wellbeing. She has taught workshops and trainings
in Sydney, Singapore, Japan, Bali, Los Angeles and London.

Yoga and Mindfulness: Strengthening the Quiet Place Within
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
A, Le, M
This session will combine the therapeutic application of accessible floor-based
Yoga postures (asana) with Mindfulness techniques to cultivate the steadiness
required for meditation (dhyana). Periods of quiet stillness will be used to
enhance introspection and receptivity. The aim will be to build an inner strength
by witnessing (rather than reacting to) the inner fluctuations of sensations, feelings
and thoughts. There will be a brief discussion on how somatic-based Yoga
techniques can be used effectively to quieten excessive rumination. This practice
can be helpful for those suffering mood disorders, feelings of isolation, anxiety,
chronic stress and chronic pain.
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Jayne Orton

I have practised Iyengar Yoga since 1975 and been
teaching in Birmingham and the West Midlands since
1980. I had the great fortune of travelling to Pune India
over 20 times to study directly with BKS Iyengar and his
daughter Geeta and son Prashant. In 2002 with Guruji’s blessing I
opened the Iyengar Yoga Institute of Birmingham, the first one in the Midlands
where with other teachers I conduct classes for beginners, intermediate and
advanced students along with a medical class and extensive teacher training
programmes. In 2011 it was a great honour for me to be awarded an Advanced
Teaching Certificate directly by Guruji Iyengar a special designation given to very
few worldwide. I have dedicated my life to practising and teaching the Beauty
Knowledge and Serenity (BKS) taught me during the time spent learning from a
true Yoga legend. Jayne Orton
“Following the recent sad demise of our dear Guru BKS Iyengar I am
especially proud and honoured to represent IY(UK) on the occasion of the
50th anniversary of The Wheel of Yoga and we wish your organisation
all the best for the years to come. Jayne Orton - Advanced Iyengar Yoga
Teacher - IY (UK)”

Iyengar Yoga - from the outer body to the inner body
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, Ph
The fundamentals and basics of Iyengar Yoga and how it is the foundation of the
Inward Journey according to Patanjali.

Beauty Knowledge Serenity stand for BKS Iyengar!
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
A, Ch, M, Ph, Pr
A class for serenity of the mind using knowledge of asana and simple pranayama
techniques.
Bring a blanket, belt and bolster if you can.
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Jesse Saunders

Jesse’s path to yoga started in 2000, primarily as a
means to regain mobility after severely breaking his
leg. His first Astanga teacher Nic Freeman helped him
discover real depth in moving meditation. Jesse’s interests
diverted towards Thai Massage, before discovering AcroYoga. His life
currently brings together an eclectic mix of Acrobatic performance, therapeutic
one-one work and group yoga and AcroYoga classes. Guides who have helped
him significantly on his yoga path include Jonathan Monks and Diego Lourenço.

Learning to trust
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A
Whether you are working on a gross physical or with subtler psychic energies, the
only real certainty is that they are intricately intertwined, and all energetic bodies
can have a significant effect on each other. With this workshop we will be exploring
trust; trusting ourselves, trusting others, looking at ways to take controlled risks so
that we can overcome our fear and see things how they really are. This workshop
will involve working with other group members, and will involve giving and
supporting bodyweight.
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The Power of Inversions
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
DP, A
Inversions are a beneficial part of every practice. Whether you do them for the focus
benefits through increased difficulty, to refresh the mind with blood and oxygen, to
allow the kundalini to reverse its path or even if it’s just to appreciate being the right
way up again; there is something very rejuvenating and energizing about going upside
down. Here we will try to scratch the surface of this wonderful potential of exploration.
In this workshop we will work with partners to help support and learn to support each
other in more challenging inverted positions.
Direction
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A, M
Through my many years of practice, one of the things acrobatics, or partner work has
proven truly beneficial in, is providing a mirror to see what it is that I am really doing.
More often than not our actions are different to our intentions, so using less stable
structures we start learning to support and give weight to the appropriate body parts,
and in turn make our actions solid and true. This workshop will involve partner work
(No need to bring a partner) including supporting each other’s bodyweight.
Smooth Transitions - The Middle Way
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A
It never ceases to surprise me how many people will take a giant leap to reach their
end goal… We will start in Tadasana and explore where we can get to from there by
leaning and reaching, gracefully, slowly and smoothly. In this workshop we will be
working individually on our own mat/rug/floorspace!

Jo Manuel

I was blessed to find yoga as a teenager, and I knew
in that moment that yoga had immense healing
powers. I started teaching yoga 25 years ago, and
my path led me to the children. I set up Special Yoga in
2004 with a heartfelt wish that all children be given the gift of yoga to
learn to embrace themselves fully and to give them the tools to reach their fullest
potential. At Special yoga we offer an extensive programme of teacher training
modules including yoga and mindfulness for children, teenagers, and yoga for
children with special needs.

Teaching yoga and mindfulness to children
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, Ch, D, M, S, Pr
In this workshop Teaching Yoga and Mindfulness to Children we will practise
some of the essential practises that I share with the children, have found to be
effective and that the children really enjoy. Our aim is to help all children reach
their fullest potential in all aspects of their being. We will chant and make sound,
find accessible ways to practise pranayama, asana, explore creative visualisation
techniques and mindfulness practises, and deep relaxation.
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Special Yoga and Mindfulness for autism/ADHD
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, Ch, Le, Pr, R
In this workshop we will look at the practical applications of a therapeutic
yoga practise for children and adolescents with autism and ADHD. Our aim
is to help these children reach their fullest potential through feeling more
comfortable and at ease in their being. We will look at the use of sound
and rhythm, how to help the children consciously and usefully breathe, the
sequencing of asanas, mindfulness and yoga nidra practises that are adapted
and suited for this population.

Jonathon Monks

I’ve been practicing ‘yoga’ for almost 25 years now.
Beginning with the Iyengar method in my late teens I
moved onto ‘Power’ and then Astanga (1st-3rd series).
I began teaching 13 years ago and developed classes
called Yogamonks in an attempt to express what I was finding
during my self-practice. Thankfully I found my teacher, Kriyaji who put me on the
right path and since that day, seven years ago, I continue to work on clearing my
Karma’s and cleaning up this path for those who practice Yogamonks toward its
ultimate goal, Yoga.

Stand up, sit down
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
DP, A, D, M, Ph
We will be looking at a simple vinyasa through which you can join sitting and
standing postures. It’s simple, deep, effective, demanding and joyously fun.
The vinyasa can be done by all, and adapted, but here in this session we will be
looking at simply learning and enjoying it.
The power of asana
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, Le, Ph
My teacher, Kriyaji, many years ago said “five bodies, not one” when she pointed
me in the direction of Asana. So in this lecture I will be sharing my opinions
and experiences of the power held within Asana and how you can go about
experiencing Yoga within Asana for yourself. Although this will be primarily a
lecture there will be demonstrations and a few opportunities to try out some of
the principles yourself within the class. You can expect talking, but also a little
partner work. This class is for anyone who wishes to flex their interested muscle.
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Vienna
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
DP, A, Ph
A sample of the work I do at the yoga conferences in Sweden. We will be looking
at and performing a floor routine, filled with fluid beauty which leads you toward
the ancient wisdom of vinyasa. If yoga is “the direct experience of effortless
being”, then this routine certainly points you in that direction. Everyone welcome
from all levels.

Julie Friedeberger

Julie Friedeberger has been practising yoga since
1970, and teaching and training since 1987. Her
experience of breast cancer in 1993 inspired a deeper
trust in the healing power of yoga; and this is the key focus
of her approach, which has grown out of her encounter with lifechanging illness and the integration of its fruits into her life and teaching. Julie
teaches people with cancer, and has offered the BWY Yoga for People Living with
Cancer training module since 2006. She is author of A Visible Wound: A Healing
Journey through Breast Cancer and The Healing Power of Yoga.

Pawanmuktasana and Yoga Nidra
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
BA, R, YN
Pawanmuktasana 1, generally but mistakenly thought of as “warm-ups”, is really
a deep and subtle practice. It is also grounding and life-enhancing, and when
practised with full awareness, and with attention to the breath, it becomes a
meditative practice, with profound effects.

Breathing exercises needn’t be advanced practices with retentions and ratios.
Simple movements practised attentively, and co-ordinated with the breath, are very
effective. This session will offer a range of simple breathing exercises combined
with awareness, movement, and visualisation.
The breath, and breath awareness, are also integral to the healing, transformative
practice of Yoga Nidra, with which this session will finish.
Sankalpa: The Heart of Yoga Nidra
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
BA, D, R, YN
This session will begin with a discussion of sankalpa, the resolve made with
awareness and conviction at the beginning and end of Yoga Nidra. Sankalpa is the
heart of the practice.
Sankalpa focuses our energy and gives direction to our life. It is a promise we
make to ourselves, a commitment to our life in the present and the future. It
is an incredibly precious gift we can give ourselves; but it is not widely or fully
understood. I hope this session - which will include a full practice of Yoga Nidra will clarify misconceptions and answer questions about sankalpa.

Yoga Nidra is a healing, transformative practice of deep relaxation with awareness
and visualisation. Pawanmuktasana and Yoga Nidra are practices of the Satyananda
tradition: they both work to free blocked energy, improving the flow of prana along
the pranic pathways and bringing about balance and positive change on all levels,
physical, mental, emotional, spiritual.

Meditation and Yoga Nidra
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
BA, M, R, YN

The Breath and Yoga Nidra
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
BA, R, YN
“The breath is a vitalising, regenerating force which you can utilise consciously for
self-development. It is within your reach at every moment of your life.”
Swami Sivananda

This poem by a Japanese Zen monk tells us what meditation is “for”. Meditation
shows us “what’s there”. It is our opportunity to look at our reality as it is, and see it
as it is.

“As long as there is breath, we can do something.”
Sri Krishnamacharya
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Look straight ahead. See what’s there. If you see it as it is, you will never err.

Yoga Nidra, essentially a meditative practice, works in the same way. Through the
gentle process of awareness, we deal with our physical, mental, and emotional
tensions and become more free in the present.
This session will offer a Breath Awareness Meditation practice, and Yoga Nidra.

Ken Thompson

Ken began teaching yoga in 1965, and was a BWY
founder member, jointly putting together the first
BWY Teacher Training Course in 1971, Regional Officer
for London & East, past Chairman (1985-88) and instigated
the purchasing of first Central Office in Sleaford. Holding the
post of Trustee until retiring in 2008. Ken pioneered the concept of ‘Posture
Assessment’ during the 1970’s giving an in-depth study of the individual’s
anatomical and physiological make up, making you understand your limitations
or inability to do certain yoga postures, and then introducing ways and means,
including PNF stretching techniques, to overcome these. Ken is a qualified F.M.
Alexander Technique teacher.
“I would like to say a big thank you to all the voluntary workers within the
‘Wheel’. This is an organisation that has grown from very small beginnings,
and it is still today progressing at a steady rate. I believe this success, is being
obtained through the willingness of the many hundreds of BWY members giving
generously of their time and energy in a fulfilling the many important roles that
keep the ‘Wheel’ rolling along.”
Set thy heart upon thy work, but never on its reward. Work not for reward; but
never cease to do thy work.
Do thy work in the peace of Yoga and, free from selfish desires, be not moved
in success or in failure. Yoga is evenness of mind - a peace that is ever the same.
V47/48 Chap. 2 Bhagavad-Gita.

with the 8 limbs emphasised. Siddhasana - Number one posture. Gheranda Samhita 32
postures, includes the 15 from H.Y.P. The ratio stays the same - third Legs, third Spine, third
other parts. ‘Yoga Body’ by Mark Singleton - Interesting review of how ‘modern yoga’ has
developed, with significant influence from western physical culture!

Individual assessment and movement potential
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, D
Ken’s practical session - A view of the individual’s make up, body type and how habitual
misuse affects everyone’s movement potential, and some possible solutions.
Also during the session we will be looking at some of the classical postures and how to apply
PNF stretches safely. Also how to monitor and maintain the working integrity of yourself.

Yoga & Alexander Technique
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A, D
Inhibition is the keystone in learning the Alexander Technique and perhaps the main thing
that differentiates it from all other re-education systems. Unless you can learn to inhibit, or
stop your old habitual way of responding to a stimulus, you are never going to change. In
other words you can either change, or you can stay the same, but you can’t do both!
By letting go of the past that is ‘Inhibition,’ and then not seeking the future that would be
‘End Gaining’. Instead by staying in the moment, and focussing on the ‘Means Whereby’
approach.

Co-ordinated movements
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A, D
21st Century Yoga & BWY
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
D, Le
What is in the future? You can only look forward, as far as you can look back. A brief
history of hatha yoga, Patanjali Yoga Sutras, Hatha Yoga Pradipika, Gheranda Samhita.
Early 20th Century Yoga books up to1950’s. Presenting a comprehensive view of yoga,
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In this practical session we will be taking a look at the problem of poor co-ordination,
something that affects most people, including yoga students! I know that in learning
new skills, people tend to adapt themselves to achieve the results that they want. These
adaptations are not always physically constructive, or helpful, indeed in a good many cases;
they are detrimental to the functioning of our psychophysical system. These simple coordination movements can help to address this problem, and also in maintaining the working
integrity of yourself in the process.

Monica Burton
Monica attended her first weekly yoga class in 1971
and has never taken a break since. In 1982 she
gained her diploma progressing towards a licence
to train teachers in 1998. She has been sharing her
knowledge and training teachers continuously since. On
her very first teacher training course in 1990 she trained one of the
only known blind BWY teachers. She has worked with most of the great teachers
including Swamis Devananda, Veda Bharati, Satchananda, Satchidananda, Indra
Devi, Iyengar, Desikachar to name a few.
As a BWY Officer regionally, Monica served as County Rep and Regional Officer
for London where she conceptualised, developed and delivered the very
successful London Yoga Festival which continues to grow. Nationally she served
on the written work panel and then as an IQA verifier. She was the first NISTO
and then BWY Chair, serving a three year tenure.
“50 years of Excellence, a solid foundation to build the next 50 years on”

“Perfection in Action is Yoga” Yoga as It Is.
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A, BA
Practical session of dynamic postures performed mindfully on the wave of the
exhalation, with a relaxed attitude.
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Explore the activity of the breath with the inactivity of the body. Use the
mind as your best friend: Meditative practice
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A, BA
Practical session of dynamic postures performed mindfully on the wave of the
exhalation, with a relaxed attitude. This session is a progression on Session D.

Pam Horton

Pam has been involved with the BWY from its early days
and has seen the growth of yoga in its myriad forms.
She has been a member of the Education committee for
many years as the Distance Learning Tutor, designing courses
on the behalf of the BWY and also as a Tutor for teacher training and a
course verifier She has taught nationally for many years. Pam has met many gurus
and her main influence was Swami Venkatesananda. Her teaching covers a wide
range of yoga topics and aims to apply yoga to daily life. www.yogapam.me.uk

Yoga for the mature student. 1. Physical adaptations
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, D
This is for the mature student who may have done yoga for many years and has
good yoga understanding. There are many yoga class members who may have
been practicing yoga for a few decades. There will be plenty of applied asana
practice with a host of adaptations for all and teachers may find some fresh ideas
for their classes. Sharing ideas welcome. There will be a five minute slide show of a
class, plus many teaching aids and some handouts.

Yoga for the mature student 2. breath, concentration and sound
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
Ch, D, M. P, Pr, S
Again this session is for the mature student who has good yoga understanding
and wants to continue exploring in varied areas. a. There will be the opportunity
to find your correct breathing for pranayama appropriate to your personal level. A
session on how to have a mixed ability pranayama session. b. Concentration using
the classical texts to still the thought waves. Strengthening the throat and creating
sound (no need for a ‘good’ voice)
Bring a blanket.
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Paul Harvey

Paul was a pupil of TKV Desikachar through personal
lessons in Madras during 30 visits to India over 20 years.
He has taught Yoga in the US, Canada, Israel and Europe
and around the UK for over 40 years. His in-depth training
in the Arts of Yoga Practice Techniques and Theory, along with a
deep Study of Associated Yoga and Lifestyle Texts, is complemented by trainings in
Indian Singing, Counselling, Medical Herbalism and Body Mechanics. His teaching
work is focused on individual Yoga, Chant lessons and small group workshops and
courses specifically designed for training students as well as teachers.

The Evolution of Yoga through the practices of Dhyāna, Prāṇāyāma, Mudrā and Āsana
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45 (Repeat)
A, Ch, D, M, Ph, Pr, S
An experiential practice and practice theory presentation exploring the unfolding of
Yoga as a Sādhana through the four major areas of Yoga Dhyāna or seated meditation,
Prāṇāyāma or seated breathing, Mudrā or special postures and Āsana or general postures,
that embody Yoga practice as we know it today.
The Evolution of Yoga through the Teachings of the Upanisaṭ, Bhagavad Gītā, Yoga Sūtra
and Haṭha Texts
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
D, Le, Ph
The Evolution of Yoga through the Teachings of the Upanisaṭ, Bhagavad Gītā, Yoga Sūtra
and Haṭha Texts. A lecture-discussion format exploring the unfolding of Yoga through
the time frame linking the four major textual sources that embraced the teachings and
practices that embody Yoga as we know it today. Upanisaṭ - Exploration of spirit as a
personal path Bhagavad Gītā - From confusion to clarity Yoga Sūtra - Path of Meditation
towards Freedom Haṭha Texts - What good is the sword of knowledge to cut through the
chains of illusion if the holder is too weak to bear it.
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Paula Savery

Paula is a certified Senior Level Iyengar Yoga teacher
and she has been practicing and studying Iyengar
Yoga since 1997 and teaching since 2004. She is taught
regularly by Jayne Orton - Advanced teacher at the Iyengar
Yoga Institute of Birmingham. Paula has also studied at RIMYI
(Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga Institute) in Pune, India. She teaches active
classes and pays particular attention to students’ alignment.

Iyengar Yoga 1
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30 - 1
A
In this session Paula Savery will pass on the teachings of BKS Iyengar and
Geeta Iyengar.
Iyengar Yoga 2
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45 - Part 2
A
In this session Paula Savery will pass on the teachings of BKS Iyengar and
Geeta Iyengar.
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Philip Xerri

Being Welsh, I played a lot of rugby in my youth
culminating in a final Welsh trial at 18. I never got in!
My life changed: it was ‘downhill’ all the way through the
blurred hippydom of the 60/70’s till I found Yoga in 1975.
And, serendipitously with a teacher who specialised in Pranayama Philip Jones. Here my life began. Went to India: studied Yoga and Pranayama with
Swami Gitananda. Went to University: studied eastern Religions and Yoga. BWY
teacher 1985 and ever since have run Yoga Quests. I now focus entirely on the
teaching of Pranayama.

Pranayama and the Chakras
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
DP, A, M, PR
Chakras are centres of pure Prana: Pranayama is the quintessential practice in Yoga
that delivers control over the flow of Prana in the body. Thus, Pranayama becomes
a key practice in the ongoing process of influencing Chakra energies. Here we
will explore some basic Chakra Pranayamas, a Classic Pranayama Kriya, and how
to ‘ground’ Chakra energies. The session will end with a self contained 15 minute
Chakra Pranayama meditation that brings all of the above components together.
We Have Ways of making you Breathe!
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
DP
For many years I have aimed at developing the process of Pranayama, not
only from the obvious angle of ‘sitting and doing it’, but also from the physical
considerations concerning the development and ability to cope of the breathing
mechanism. This workshop will be physical: it will focus on developing the strength,
flexibility and potential of the lungs.
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Nadi Shodanah: Unlocking the gates at the entrance to Shushumna.
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
DP, A, P
The means whereby the intentions of Nadi Shodanah are fulfilled is little understood:
the process leading towards that means is understood even less! Here we will explore
all the levels of practice: Clearing, Attuning, Balancing and Classical. The Classical
practice is fairly intense: it involves a difficult rhythm coupled with bandhas. All the
previous phases lead up to this practice which we will explore within a structure
that renders the process safe and accessible. We will also look at some restorative
applications of Nadi Shodanah.

Ranju Roy

Although I grew up in England, I was born in Udaipur, India;
my father is Bengali Indian and my mother is English. The
interweaving of 2 cultures has been a constant theme in my life,
not just intellectually but personally. We kept in close touch with the
Indian side of the family and it was my Indian grandfather who gave me my
first book on yoga when I was 15. He was a very keen practitioner of yoga and encouraged
me to take it up.
After I graduated from Exeter University in English Literature and Fine Art, I trained to
be an art therapist. Lindy (also originally an art therapist) and I both started work as art
therapists and family therapists in the psychiatric services in Somerset in 1991. Juggling
work, family and yoga training had its own challenges, but gave us a good understanding
of how to integrate yoga into modern daily life, with all its pressures and constraints. Used
skilfully, yoga is a support - not a retreat from life but a way of embracing it.
Yoga has been a background pulse through my life. At times I have felt joy, clarity, peace,
faith, confidence, frustration, desire, confusion, anger - but yoga has always pointed to
something beyond all the dramas: the stillness and space between the thoughts.

Introduction to Samkhya: the basis of Yoga Philosophy
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00 (Repeat)
D, Le, Ph
We will explore how Samkhya understands the nature of the material world and
its relationship with the spiritual. You don’t need to agree, or know anything about
Samkhya - but the Samkhya model gives a beautiful map of embodied existence
which can help us understand both Yoga and Ayurveda - in fact all of the ancient
Indian philosophies.
If you are attending this session it is suggested that you also attend Yoga Practice
as Embodied Samkhya Session D or F.
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Yoga Practice as Embodied Samkhya:
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
A, Ch, M, Pr, S
The 5 great elements (panca maya bhuta) are said to permeate our physical being
and are related to our senses. This practical workshop applies the themes in
Workshop 1 to give an experience of embodied Samkhya.
If you are attending this session it is suggested that you also attend Introduction to
Samkhya: the basis of Yoga Philosophy session A or B.

Richard Adamo

Richard has been practising yoga for nearly 30 years
and has always enjoyed teaching and practising
a strong standard of asana and pranayama. He is
interested in the motivation for practice and how this
changes over the years which extends to yoga philosophy and
psychology. He is currently chair of the BWYT, the education branch of the BWY.

Pranayama
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
A, D, Pr
A session with some physical asana preparation and then a progressive practice of
pranayama ending in sitting or relaxation.
yang yoga
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
DP, A, M, P, Pr
An endurance based yoga practice which balances holding static postures with
dynamic sections. The class does not require a deep level of flexibility, but instead
works with strength and concentration.
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Richard Kravetz

I have been practicing Yoga for more than 25 years
and am now in my fourteenth year of teaching Yoga
to adults and children with Special Needs. I qualified
as a BWY teacher in 1994 and completed my Special Yoga
training in 2001.
My interest in Special Needs originated when my second child was born with
Developmental Delay. I listened to many heart rending stories from families which
formed the basis of my life and my Yoga Journey. My teaching of Adults with
Special Needs and my Journey has allowed me to explore the potential of yoga to
enrich their lives.

Special Yoga for Adults with Special Needs
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A, C, D, M, Pr
This session helps Yoga Practitioners gain an understanding of how to approach a
Yoga class for Less-abled and Elderly people and help them access the tools that
everyone can integrate into their teaching. It demonstrates how Chair Yoga can be
used effectively to assist non-ambulatory individuals and the procedures which help
them participate in a comfortable and compassionate environment. Due to the
effects of ageing or disability some people are unable to participate in a traditional
yoga class-Chair yoga offers a practical solution by reducing complicated
manoeuvres and movements to simpler user-friendly procedures.
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Rosie Wright

I discovered my first book on yoga when I was 16 and
have been fascinated ever since! I have now been
teaching for over 35 years and I am still fascinated. I
studied with Ken and Angela Thompson and John Cain.
My yoga journey has embraced Iyengar Yoga, Astanga Yoga and
Anusara Yoga. I since went on to become an “Anusara-inspired” teacher because
I found the Anusara principles of universal alignment and philosophy of Kashmir
Shaivism to be my yogic home. It has inspired my yoga and it is a privilege to
share it with students.

Anusara Yoga - Inspiration through strength and flexibility.
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
DP, A, Ch
This session will look at the underlying universal principles of alignment of Anusara
Yoga - delving into loops and spirals to find inspiration through strength and
flexibility. A strong practice with heart!
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Russell Stone

Yoga of Sound (YoS) with Russell Oliver Stone MA.
Couns. Dip. Cert.Ed. Russell is a nada (sound) yoga
teacher, transpersonal psychotherapist, integrative
counsellor, singer and composer. He has been practicing
yoga for nearly 20 years. YoS is a process that allows energetic
and heartfelt access to our transcendent nature. It combines using the voice in
Sounding - an improvisational way of singing using sounds instead of words - yoga
nidra and transpersonal psychotherapy underpinned by yoga psychology. YoS
encourages mindfulness leading to deeper understanding of the Buddhi nature.
YoS has proved to be a powerful therapeutic and self-realisation tool.

Sounding Yoga Nidra
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
D, M, Ph, S, YN
Participants will experience deep relaxation and calm through Yoga Nidra
and Sounding, a vocal technique of singing improvisationally without words,
accompanied with Shruti Box. This is done in a very gentle, lullubaic way. A quiet,
meditative time follows this. Group dialogue and Sounding is then used to see
how the felt-sense of this experience can be carried forward into practice and daily
life through mindfulness. Russell holds a safe, boundaried space that is gentle
and allowing. Each session stands alone and participants do not need previous
experience of Sounding.
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Sounding the Koshas
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
D, M, Ph, S, YN
Participants will experience deep relaxation and calm through Yoga Nidra and
Sounding, a vocal technique of singing improvisationally without words, accompanied
with Shruti Box. This is done in a very gentle, lullubaic way. A quiet, meditative time
follows this. Group dialogue and Sounding are then used to see how the felt-sense of
this experience can be carried forward into practice and daily life through mindfulness
and how this relates to the Koshas. Russell holds a safe, boundaried space that is
gentle and allowing. Each session stands alone and participants do not need previous
experience of Sounding.
Sounding the Klesas
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
D, M, Ph, S, YN
Participants will experience deep relaxation and calm through Yoga Nidra and
Sounding, a vocal technique of singing improvisationally without words, accompanied
with Shruti Box. This is done in a very gentle, lullubaic way. A quiet, meditative time
follows this. Group dialogue and Sounding are then used to see how the felt-sense of
this experience can be carried forward into practice and daily life through mindfulness
and how this relates to the Kleshas. Russell holds a safe, boundaried space that is
gentle and allowing. Each session stands alone and participants do not need previous
experience of Sounding.
Sounding the Buddhi mind
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
D, M, Ph, S, YN
Participants will experience deep relaxation and calm through Yoga Nidra and
Sounding, a vocal technique of singing improvisationally without words, accompanied
with Shruti Box. This is done in a very gentle, lullubaic way. A quiet, meditative time
follows this. Group dialogue and Sounding are then used to see how the felt-sense of
this experience can be carried forward into practice and daily life through mindfulness
and how this relates to the Buddhi mind. Russell holds a safe, boundaried space that is
gentle and allowing. Each session stands alone and participants do not need previous
experience of Sounding.

Swami Krishnapremananda

Swami Krishnapremananda has been living, serving,
practising and teaching at Mandala Yoga Ashram
since 1997. He currently directs the ashram on a day to
day level, and also runs its ongoing yoga teacher training
course. His yogic understanding has gradually matured over
the years through contact with inspirational teachers combined with sustained
and dedicated practice. He is at Congress to convey the teachings of Swami
Nishchalananda and Mandala Yoga Ashram and looks forward to meeting and
sharing with many of those present during this 50th anniversary of the British
Wheel of Yoga.

Agya Chakra - opening to Spaciousness
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
DP, A, CH, D, M Pr
We often live busy lives, running from pillar to post under the influence of our reactive
and habit driven minds. In this session we will explore the attributes of Agya Chakra,
the opening of which reveals a deeper innate spaciousness. Agya, the third eye, is
the gateway to clarity, intuition and insight beyond the logical. A wider perspective
is revealed in which we can more easily understand our embodied selves and our
interaction with the world around us. We will be using asana, pranayama, mudra,
bandha and visualisation to directly access this fundamental chakra/ energy centre.

“The British Wheel of Yoga and its countless dedicated volunteers have been
instrumental over the last 50 years in upholding and disseminating the values
and practice of Yoga within the UK. This congress is a wonderful opportunity
to celebrate that endeavour and also to look forward to further enhancing
the vision and direction of the BWY over the next 50 years of its growth and
development!”

The Spiritual Warrior - teachings from the Bhagavad Gita
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
D, Le, Ph
The Bhagavad Gita is a seminal text for how to live a yogic life in the midst of the
ever changing circumstances of life, both within and without. It portrays the path and
inspiration of the spiritual warrior: the one who has a clear abiding trust and purpose
in life, who is open to a wider vision of Truth and who is willing and skilful in facing the
inevitable challenges of daily life. We will explore selected teachings of the Gita that
illustrate how we go can deeper in our spiritual path whatever our situation in life.

Manipura Chakra - empowering your life and practice
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, D Le, M, Pr
In this session we will be exploring Manipura Chakra, the energetic centre of the
navel, which governs our levels of personal energy, empowerment and direction in
life. The 3rd of the 6 spinal chakras, it gives us the energy to act and find fulfilment
in life. We will work on this chakra using practices such as asana, mudra, bandha
and visualisations, and explore its connections with the chakras above it which
allows its full and balanced awakening. You are encouraged to come with an
empty stomach… and leave with clarity on how to continue exploring this chakra
in daily life.

Coming home - deepening one’s yoga practice
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, M, Pr
This session will integrate practices of asana, pranayama, mudra and yoga nidra to
tone and release the physical and energy bodies, and bring clarity and quietude to
the mind. Allow yourself to let go of the journey to Congress and fully arrive, receptive
and open to what the whole weekend will bring. We will be using the symbol of the
eagle to remind us of the innate spaciousness of our Being, in which the body, breath
and mind can find an easeful integration and refuge. Such integration can feel like a
coming home to our natural expansive and joyful self.
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Tanya Fitzpatrick

Tanya Fitzpatrick has been teaching movement since
1999. Tanya is a certified Somatic Educator with the
Body Mind Centering, the Ingle Institute of Somatic
Movement and as a yoga teacher by Yoga Therapy Ireland
and has an advanced teacher trainer with Donna Farhi, whom
she assists. As a teacher, Tanya stimulates and transforms her groups through
her effective and powerful training, giving them the ability to reach their full
movement potential. She always shares high quality content with a commitment
to integrity and excellence and does it with an approachable and compassionate
manner with a contagious sense of fun.
“Congratulations to BWY in helping to evolve Yoga throughout Britain and
change people’s lives.”

Evolving Asana with Somatic Movement
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, A&P, D, Le
Somatic movement helps you develop an even greater awareness of specific parts
of your body, find relief from pain, and understand more fully how your body works.
In this session you will learn the fundamentals of Hanna Somatic Education and
how they can be applied to your yoga practice and teaching to further help you
and your students. Understanding the importance of Sensory Motor Amnesia and
how it affects muscular awareness and movement. You will learn how to recognise
the three most common dysfunctional postural patterns and how to help your
students to become aware of them within the context of their yoga practice.
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Elevating your Neck and Shoulders
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A, A&P, D
Experience the connection between the neck and shoulders and the entire spine as
you learn to relax muscles that contribute to rigid shoulders. If overuse or tension of a
particular muscle group is hindering your yoga practice, neck and shoulder pain can
limit your range of motion and interfere with just about everything you do. This class
provides somatic movements that retrain the muscles of the neck and shoulders to
relax lengthen and heal tense muscles, helping you gain freedom of movement for a
healthy yoga practice. These somatic movements will greatly aid in aligning your head
and spine though all groups of asana.
The Evolutionary Process for Tight Hip and Legs
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A, A&P, D
If tight hips and legs interfere with your yoga practice, this session will teach you
through Somatic Movement, to relax the back and to integrate the upper body with
the legs and hip joints for improved alignment in the pelvis and spine. You will learn to
use your brain, the command center of your muscles, to “re-program” your muscles
for greater length and relaxation. This will improve your coordination in standing and
balance postures and enhance your ability to connect postures when moving through
sequences. The result will be a reversal of back and hip tension, greater fluidity and
flexibility.

Tara Fraser

Tara Fraser has been practicing, teaching, researching
and writing about yoga for over 20 years. She is the
founder and co-director of Yoga Junction in London
and the author of several best-selling yoga books. Tara’s
practice and teaching has gone through a number of phases and
continues to evolve new patterns and understanding as time goes on. She likes to
share her current enthusiasms with anyone willing to listen and freely admits that
she is not sure where it is all going to end up.

Samskara - Why does my yoga always look like this?
Session A - Friday 15.00 - 16.30
A, M, P, Pr
Old habits die hard. Hatha Yoga offers an amazing array of practices to help you
identify, observe and perhaps transcend these patterns which may have built up
over a lifetime or longer. We will see if we have a few habits and patterns we may
have built up in relation to yoga itself and what they tell us about who we are and
why we are like that.
Grandmothers’ footsteps - honouring tradition in Hatha Yoga practice
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
A, D, Pr
What constitutes a ‘traditional’ or ‘classical’ approach in yoga and why? We will
look at some of the ways in which we practice and the techniques we choose with
this question in mind. Of course, nothing is quite as it seems. But was it always that
way? This is a very loosely structured workshop with lots of opportunity for you to
confer, experiment and even argue about what is important in the yoga tradition
and why.
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Being present in the future
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30 (Repeat)
A
One of the most eye-opening, enjoyable and delicious aspects of hatha yoga
practice is its capacity to bring you into immediate and direct experience of the
present moment through the medium of the physical body. In this workshop we will
indulge in extended practices that do just that and on completion consider if this
practice is something we should pass on to the next generation. Will this be the
yoga of the future?

Velta Wilson

Having been a personal student of Sivananda, Dr.
Hari Dikmanis returned to his native Latvia to teach.
I went to one of his talks and realised my world view
coincided with what he was propounding. After the talk I
went to him and requested lessons from him but, his response was
“I do not teach children” I was thirteen. I persisted and finally he agreed. Before
the lesson he cautioned me that the postures are difficult. I could do them. “Oh
well” he said, “but the philosophy is very complicated,” I could participate in his
announcements. “You have been a raja yogi in your past life” he told me.
I am grateful to Dr. Hari Dikmanis and my subsequent teachers, Sir Paul Dukes and
Ram Gopal among others. But my most important teaching has come by direct
contact with teachers in other dimensions. My inner yoga experiences are partly
expressed in the poem Ecstasy of Sobriety.
Under the leadership of Wilfred Clark The British Wheel of Yoga, of which I am a
founding member, was established. I did not think of proposing myself as a yoga
teacher but was appointed by Wilfred, also as examiner of teaching candidates.
When the need for yoga teachers’ courses arose, the Wheel committee appointed
me as Teachers’ Course Tutor.

Ecstasy of Sobriety
Illumination is both:
Precursor and result
Of a conflagration
Of ignorance
Before one has experienced Samadhi,
One cannot understand it;
After one has experienced Samadhi,
One cannot explain it.
Before one has experienced Samadhi,
One cannot imagine it;
After one has experienced Samadhi,
One cannot describe it.
Life, condensed to a scar,
Heals like a wound
Questions, ripened, drop off
And so does the need for answers.

You are as young as your spine
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A, Ch, D, M, S, Pr
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No day, no night, one light.
Time unpinning unwinds.
From a prison
To ego turns into a tool.

Veronika Kloucek

Veronika’s love for Yoga began in 1997; the
experience of focus, stillness and physical movement
left a deep impression with her complementing her
meditation practice. She explored various styles of yoga
focussing on the traditional Ashtanga Vinyasa method; trained in
aromatherapy, holistic bodywork, accupunct massage; currently studies and works
as Mindfulness facilitator and integrative psychotherapist for the NHS.
In 2011 Veronika’s interest as mother of a teenager and NSPCC ChildLine
counsellor led her to found “Teen Yoga & Mindfulness” aiming to inspire and
engage teenagers at schools to build life skills through the practices. Her
experiential Teacher Training is a challenging and fun journey that focuses on
expanding the understanding of young people and enriching teaching skills using
a secular approach.

Teaching Yoga & Mindfulness to Teenagers
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A, A&P, D, Le, M,
Teaching Yoga & Mindfulness to Teenagers is a deeply rewarding and incredibly
challenging task. By sowing the seeds of these practices you equip young people
with essential life skills that can help them cope more effectively with everyday
worries during their studies as well as for the rest of their lives.
In this workshop we will look at some of the challenges of teaching teenagers such
as age groups, environments, diversity, challenging behaviour and psychological
development based on current research. We will explore the importance and
potential of your relationship with students as well as look at the benefits of some
essential postures, sequences and partner work that I have found to empower
students in KS4 and KS5 and that they enjoy engaging in.
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Zoe Knott, Bob Insley, Be Insley and Hugh Grainger

Friends and yoga teachers for over 15 years,
our ‘team’ approach has been moulded
by our collective personal experience and by
observation of the students and tutors we have
worked with. ‘Peeling away the layers of an onion’ is a phrase
often used when discussing the inner aspects of yoga but seldom in relation to
asana. Consider peeling a pose into its layers or sections and to practice these
aspects in isolation. From individual components we can then put postures back
together again with true understanding. Oh yes - most important - with Bob
involved, there will be lots of laughter on the way. Bob and Be began yoga in the
eighties with Astanga Vinyasa under the guidance of the late Derek Ireland they
also studied the Iyengar system, for 8 years and later qualified as BWY tutors.
‘Moving into Space’ is the approach to yoga asana that is used; it allows the body
to move to the maximum whilst working with the minimum. This approach looks
at how to move into the space around us, and find space within; it encourages the
postures to appear naturally. It is an investigation into asana, enabling us to move
into postures with greater depth and intensity.
“The British Wheel of Yoga is the largest yoga organisation in the country
with excellent training, quality assurance and CPD. It is run by Volunteers.
We would like to thank all the Volunteers who have given their love and
time during the last 50 years to make the BWY what it is. Long may this
continue.”
“Knowing others is wisdom. Knowing the self is enlightenment.”
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Moving into Space with Twists led by Bob
Session C - Saturday 09.00 - 10.30
A
A series of twisting asana, from standing to seated, all considering how with a
rotational approach we can discover space without and within that will allow us to
challenge and deepen our practice.
Moving into Space with Forward Bends led by Bob
Session B - Friday 21.00 - 22.00
A
The session will look at the gravity line of the body and observe how in standing
forward bends we can use the gravity line to enter deepen and leave postures, and
reflecting on this, search for space in the seated asana.
Journey Towards Parivrtti Trikonasana led by Zoe
Session D - Saturday 11.15 - 12.45
A
Zoe explores the stages that can be used to build towards this fabulous pose.
Students will need a firm block and strap.
Journey Towards Virahabdrasana I led by Zoe
Session F - Sunday 10.00 - 11.30
A
The individual components of the pose are broken down, relevant muscles stretched
and strengthened to build towards this exhilarating asana. Students will need two firm
blocks and a strap.

Congress Market Place
The British Wheel of Yoga will curate an
exhibition of photos, memoirs, and memorabilia
to mark fifty golden years of the BWY.

BWY Shop
The official online yoga shop of the British Wheel
of Yoga - Sport England’s Recognised National
Governing Body for Yoga. BWY Shop offers
a comprehensive range of yoga equipment
including yoga mats, blocks, belts, neti pots
and a selection of books, CDs and yoga videos
to enhance your practice. The BWY-Shop also
distributes ToeSox and keep your eyes peeled
on the website for some exciting new products
coming soon!

Yogandha oils are 100% natural, handmade yoga oils.
We use ingredients that have been used in yoga and
meditation for over 4000 years.

Our post practice oils will soothe and tone your
muscles, detox you on every level or deeply relax you.

Contact
Reflotherapies.co.uk
Shmangle.com
Tel : 02380 675814
Chranket - let some colour into your life!
* Reflexology * Bowen therapy
* Daoyin Tao * Ear candling
* Thai foot and leg massage * Tarot *

Yogamasti is an innovative brand of yoga clothing for
men and women. Our designs are unique, practical
and beautiful, all in breathable and technical fabrics.
We also do mat bags and equipment.

Yogamatters.com is the online yoga shop that
offers everything you need to support your journey
through the world of yoga. Choose from mats,
props, clothing, books, DVDs, meditation aids and
more. Yoga teachers receive great discounts.
Buy online at www.yogamatters.com, by phone
0208 888 8588 or visit our London store.

Our pre practice oils will ground you, balance you or
uplift you.

The BWY-Shop donates a percentage of its sales
proceeds to the British Wheel of Yoga to help in
its efforts to promote yoga in the UK.
Exclusive offers for Congress delegates will be
offered nearer the time. But don’t miss out on our
monthly emails which detail special offers and
new products throughout the year.
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Sam and Paul at Reflotherapies look forward
to seeing you at the annual BWY Warwick
congress this year; We will have the chakra
blanket, Reflosocks and other goodies on
sale as usual. Sam will also be doing therapy
tasters of reflexology, acupressure facials and
Bowen technique too!

What you need to know
Please remember...

The Venue
The University of Warwick lies on the outskirts of Coventry, at the very heart of
England and is easily accessible by road, rail & air. Facilities at the University include
a bookshop, pharmacy, cinema, hairdresser, newsagent, Post Office, supermarket &
laundrette. There are 3 major banks on campus with cash dispensers.

You will need to
walk outdoors to
access the restaurant,
accommodation &
practice rooms, so please
bring a coat & umbrella.

Accommodation
All bedrooms are en-suite and have clock radio, free internet access (need to bring
cable), tea & coffee making facilities, hairdryer and are fully equipped with towels
and toiletries. Iron and ironing boards are available in the kitchen / lounge areas.
There are no phones in the bedrooms.
Wifi is available in all bedrooms, PCs with free internet
access and email access are available for both
day & residential delegates in the Conference
Reception.

Sports facilities
Sports facilities are available to delegates
free of charge. You will need to take your
room key in order to access the facilities.
These include an indoor heated swimming
pool, squash courts, equipped gymnasium
and outside tennis courts. The general opening
times are 7.15am - 9.30pm daily.

About the BWY
The BWY is recognised by Sport England and The Sport
and Recreation Alliance (formally the CCPR) as the National
Governing Body for Yoga in England. As the NGB for Yoga we also accredit other
organisations teacher training programmes.
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The BWY is recognised by
Sport England and The Sport
and Recreation Alliance
(formally the CCPR) as the
National Governing Body for
Yoga in England. As the NGB
for Yoga we also accredit other
organisations teacher training
programmes.

